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Abstract: Traffic logistic systems have a structure often globally networked on 
several hierarchical levels. Their function is transporting materials and/or 
information within an area. From the cybernetic view the organization can 
be regarded both as the control of complex systems and as a 
communication process the nature of which is the transmission of 
information. Due to the spatially distributed structure of stationary and 
mobile traffic systems, multi-agent systems can be used for their 
organization. The organization algorithms are performed using the Petri 
net-based language BRIC. For this purpose target functions for the 
individual service systems are derived from the process reliability and 
further partial reliabilities are derived from it for modelling both the 
arriving and operating processes and the failure and repairing processes.  
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1. Introduction 

According to Baumann [1] traffic organization is defined as the science of 

• organizing complex material flow systems and information systems in a 
geographical area; 

• organizing networked operating systems for transporting both material objects and 
transmitting communications objects; 

• organizing passenger/goods traffic as well as communication services, seen in the 
sense of service. 

The task of traffic organization is the systematic design of an operating system at 
optimal costs for the material and information traffic products. For this purpose 
structures are required which permit a complex organization, i.e., there has to be a 
consideration of components, machines/devices, equipment (operational department) 
and sites (goods traffic centres) within the regional, country and global nets up to the 
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orbital net in their appropriate layouts and hierarchies. In the following you will find an 
analytic procedure for modelling the organization of these complex structures. 

2. Organization of logistic processes 

2.1. System structure 

For describing complex logistic systems the respective system is structured as a 
network. This network consists of a lot of elements - nodes and edges - that are 
interconnected. Within these elements a certain quantity of operations (processes, 
subprocesses) are implemented and via their links traffic flows (flows of similar traffic 
objects such as goods or letters) are carried at a certain current intensity. The elements 
of a network can be described as a cybernetic model. The basis is the technological 
system. In transportation this system implements one or more processes of treatment or 
transport of material or information, i.e., it transforms material, information and energy 
inputs into material or information outputs. A technological system is built up by 
coupling service and information systems. On the first level of the technological 
systems, the service systems SyL and control systems SyS are interconnected.  

Figure 1 shows the block diagram for this purpose. The control system SyS integrates a 
program P for implementing the target function ZF. It performs the technological 
process concerned and is shown as the algorithm for the implementation of the target 
function P (ZF) → A (ZF). The target function ZF means that the input vector 

Xx =
r

(e.g., a random traffic object quantity X) is treated within a time ∆t and with a 
reliability Z ≥ z. This reliability Z will be quantified later in more detail. 

 

 

Figure 1. Technological system [3] 
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With the integration of guiding systems SyLeit as information systems of higher levels, 
hierarchical structures can be created, e.g., according to figure 2. Auxiliary processes 
such as maintenance can also be shown here. 

 

Figure 2. Block diagram of an organization system 

 

In these distributed operating systems the distance between the individual organization 
systems is getting more and more important. Usually the management system SyF is 
integrated centrally in a node. The individual service systems, such as means of 
transport, but also elements of individual organization systems, such as measuring 
systems, can be mobile. For transmitting messages of the organization system a 
communication system KSy is therefore required. 

2.1.1. Process analysis 

The process analysis enables the derivation of the target functions and process 
parameters for the operating systems as a requirement for the analytic modelling of the 
organization of the traffic processes. Main issues are: 

• The characteristic processes and the operational modes 

• Transport processes 

• Transport operational processes 

• Process evaluation and process targets 

A traffic process can be described - in the sense of the organization of material and 
information processes - by the following fundamental processes running simultaneously 
and relatively independently [1]: 

• Traffic object input and  output process → traffic process with the characteristic 
random parameter of traffic object quantity of X (XE, XA) and destination factors 
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• Technological process (including measuring/controlling), which depending upon 
the traffic object (goods or messages) and the location in the traffic logistic network 
(node or edge) is referred to as treatment or transport process → operational 
process with the random variable generally referred to as technological period TQ 
(Q – flow/treatment rate) or specifically referred to as treatment or transport period 
with consideration of the arrival process, 

• Operational breakdown process → failure process with the random variable of Tλ 
operational period (λ - failure rate), 

• Maintenance process → repair process with the random variable of repair period  
Tµ (µ - repair rate), 

• In addition the organization processes in the control and management systems also 
have to be considered. 

The quality of the individual technological processes is different and therefore the 
resulting operational modes are different as well (see figure 3). The following 
definitions are applied: 

Nominal (regular) mode: The process parameters are within the permitted limits 
defined by the planning body. 

Optimum mode: The process parameters are within the optimum range. 

Failure mode: One or more process parameters are beyond the permitted limits for the 
regular mode without causing the process to collapse. There are usually reductions in 
performance and/or quality. 

Operation: Quantity of all operational modes 

Collapse: One or more process parameters drift far enough that it causes the process to 
collapse. 

 

 

Figure 3. Operation modes (qualitative) [3] 
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The traffic processes cover traffic organization and the behaviour of the traffic objects. 
Contents and nature of traffic organization are the tasks to transport or transmit a certain 
quantity of traffic objects from a certain source to a certain destination within a certain 
period. 

Based on the consideration of systems, strategies for process management have to be 
developed. For this purpose the operational strategies and the appropriate basic 
functions are given to the respective system structures [1]. Figure 4 shows the 
operational strategy for a traffic-logistic network with linking redundancy. 

 

 

Figure 4. Operational strategy of a traffic-logistic network with linking redundancy 

 

The respective basic functions are as follows: 

1. The nodes qsŵ and edges qsê of the relation Relqs are serially laid out bipartite, 

beginning with the node (traffic source) wq and ending with the node ws (traffic 
destination). 

2. Reserve systems are implemented by node and edge disjoint ways from wq to ws. 
The reserves in the nodes and edges are not considered. 

3. Principally the nodes and edges can also be used for treating and/or transporting 
traffic objects from other relations without performance reductions. However, 
the respective treatment capacity Q or transport capacity C has to be considered. 

4. The management system SyF works as a control system. It controls the optimal 
management particularly in the case of a failure mode. It is responsible for the 
total system only and allocates the managing parameters for the management 
systems in the nodes 

wFu
r

and edges 
eFu

r
. 
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5. The guiding system program Prog(SyLeit) requires the following strategy of 
process management: 

• In the case of failure mode in a node or on an edge the process 
switches to failure mode. 

• In the case of a management system failure the process collapses. 

• In the case of failure mode the guiding control system organizes the 
process in such a way that under consideration of possible alternatives 
from the failed network element the performance reduction (extension 
of treatment or transport period and/or residues of traffic objects) is 
minimized. 

6.1. The process collapse occurs 

• if at least one node w or one edge e is no longer operational. The 
collapse affects all relations Relqs, which contain the node and/or the 
collapsed edge; 

• following the failure of the management/guiding system. 

6.2. If the collapse occurs before the traffic objects in the current cycle reach the 
collapsed network element, the management system organizes the process in 
such a way that those traffic objects are transported on one or more alternative 
routes to the destination ws so that the reduction in performance (extension of 
treatment or transport period and/or residues of traffic objects) is minimized. 

6.3. If the collapse occurs during the treatment in the node, the guiding system 
SyLeit organizes the following process steps for the completely treated objects 
and those which have not or have been partially treated in a way that the 
reduction in performance (extension of treatment or transport period and/or 
residues of traffic objects) is minimized.  

6.4. If the collapse occurs during the transport on the edge, the guiding system 
SyLeit organizes the following process steps in a way that the reduction in 
performance (extension of treatment or transport period and/or residues of traffic 
objects) is minimized.  

7. The guiding system has been designed as a technical system. With respect to 
failure, reserve and repair it behaves like an automatic system. 

8. In the case of a collapse, the traffic objects remain in the collapsed system. After 
repairs the traffic objects are supplied to the current cycle. 

9.1. Repaired nodes or edges are put into operation again by the management 
system in accordance with the optimal operation management. 

9.2. Repaired management/guiding systems are put into operation again using the 
optimal system networking for the current process mode. 

The behaviour of traffic operating systems is described by their operational processes. 
Such an operational process is the result of the basic processes of the arrival process, 
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service process (treatment or transportation process), failure process and repair process 
running simultaneously. 

For analytic considerations, the above-mentioned basic processes have to be described 
by mathematical models, which can be used for the operating regimes and strategies 
analyzed so far and are mutually compatible [4]. 

2.1.2. Description of process 

The description of the process is made through the duality of the time function and 
stability. The process period TΠ is a stochastic parameter. It describes the dwelling 
period of the traffic objects, which is required for the operational process in a defined 
operating system, i.e., the treatment process period 

B
TΠ or the switching process period 

Tr
TΠ in the node and the transport process period or the transmission process period on 

the edge. The process period is a random parameter. It corresponds to the time interval 
during which a traffic object quantity X is treated by a treatment system of the 
configuration SY in a certain organization regime OR and it is dependent on the 
operating, the failure and the repair processes: 

 

TΠ � f TQ, Tλ, Tµ

 (1) 

The term process reliability ZΠ (t) is derived from the stability. For the complex traffic 
systems, the regular mode, the failure mode and the collapse are described. 

The process reliability ZΠ (t) is defined as the probability that a system configuration 
SY treats the traffic object quantity X arriving at the time TE completely (without any 
residues) using a maintenance method IM within a priod t. 

The time behaviour pattern of traffic processes can be described through operating 
models analytically. But for the complex systems and organization types in 
transportation, the standard models are only partly suited. Therefore more complex 
models have to be derived from the standard models (e.g., Keil [4]). 

The failure and the repair behaviour patterns for the technical systems, the 
infrastructure, but also the personnel are described via reliability models with or without 
renewal, e.g. according to Beichelt and Franken [5] or Fischer [6]. For systems with 
renewal the data availability VSy is used and for systems without renewal the lifetime 
function is RSy (∆t). 

2.1.3. Multi-agent system 

For organizing complex traffic systems control and information systems have to be used 
meeting the requirements and the appropriate algorithms. Agent systems are a relatively 
new and revolutionary access to the development and design of information-processing 
systems. A special aspect in systems having several agents („multi-agent system “) is 
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the interaction of the agents [2]. Multi-agent systems are therefore applicable for these 
tasks. An additional aspect is that traffic systems are distributed due to their nature. 
Typically there are distributed problems arising in analysing, identifying, error tracing 
and controlling of physically distributed systems for which a centralized overview is 
difficult. In this case supervising and controlling should be distributed as far as possible 
among the individual nodes of the network. For the purpose of modelling, multi-agent 
systems are used in a blackboard architecture according to figure 5 [8]. 

 

 

Figure 5. Structure of an agent 

 

The knowledge module is the universal data memory of the agent. It administers all data 
objects, which are required for the agents, e.g., mode variables as well as a conforming 
object model of the service systems to be controlled. The fundamental tasks of an agent 
are to initialize and supervise the technological processes in the service systems of the 
transportation network. These tasks cover data-processing functions. For implementing 
and supervising the control actions, the agent communicates with other agents or with 
the required service systems to which it sends control instructions. The actions of an 
agent can be described by completed basic functions. These basic functions are 
described by algorithms for reaching the target function and are administered and called 
by the algorithm module. 

For implementing their tasks the agents communicate with other agents (inter-agent 
communication) and with the subordinated control systems. The agent is equipped with 
two separate modules for communication. The communication module is responsible 
for sending and receiving messages to and from other agents. Communication interfaces 
are input and output boxes for the administration of incoming and outgoing messages. 
Communication with the control systems takes place via a separate interface in the same 
structure, since this is also the usual design. 

The link between the modules is the control module. Its substantial task is to analyse the 
current mode, make control decisions and implement the decisions made by initiating 
the required actions. The current mode is found out via the information stored in the 
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data module and the messages collected in the communication module. Decisions are 
regularly made by interpretation on a given regular basis and this will be referred to as 
control logic in the following. The control logic assigns actions to certain system 
modes. Each action covers the execution of one or several algorithms, which are 
supplied by the algorithm module. 

For modelling multi-agent systems the BRIC formalism (Basic Representation of 
Interactive Components) is used according to Ferber [2]. It has been developed from 
two languages to describe the behaviour of agent and environment. A graphic language 
describes the modular structure of the BRIC components on an abstract level. The 
agents, the environment and the internal components of an agent are described as 
components, which are interconnected. Each component is defined by its interfaces and 
its own components. These components are interconnected by communication channels. 
The behaviour of the elementary components is described with Petri nets in terms of the 
extended predicate/transition networks according to [7]. 

3. Example 

An example is the BRIC module for the selection of programs and functional 
components shown in figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. BRIC module for processing the control logic 

Place si 2 is the start of the program Pi. Via the transition ti 2 the branching starts into 
individual functional modules, which are processed in parallel in the program Pi. In the 
places si 3 to si 6 the individual output parameters are supplied for the actuators, which 
have been produced by arithmetic operators βA (ti k, V (ti k) in the respective preceding 
transitions V (ti k). The required input conditions are transferred by the sensors to these 
preceding transitions. The transition t i 5 terminates the program Pi (final condition). All 
parallel functional modules are united. This transition also terminates the 
synchronisation graph. The place s7 is the common interface for the individual 
programs. The starting configuration is recovered via t6. The token for the selection of 
the required program Pi, given via s1, first remains unchanged as a token in the 
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synchronisation graph, but is duplicated in the individual functional modules. In the last 
transition ti 5 an arithmetic operation βA(t6, sj) is possible for determining the following 
conditions. 

The hierarchical structure of individual synchronisation graphs in a modal machine, as 
shown in figure 6, is designed for all technical systems and all operators. It represents 
the algorithm module. The arithmetic operators βA contain e.g., binary functions for 
control, but also complicated mathematical algorithms for the determination of the 
process reliability ZΠ. 

4. Conclusions 

Using the procedure presented here both logistic processes and any production 
processes, in particular with distributed components, can be modelled using multi-agent 
systems. The stochastic methods traditionally used in transportation, in particular 
methods of the operation and reliability theory and the graph theory, can be integrated 
without any problems into BRIC language using Petri nets. 
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